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We classify topological phases of non-Hermitian systems in the Altland-Zirnbauer classes with
an additional reflection symmetry in all dimensions. By mapping the non-Hermitian system into
an enlarged Hermitian Hamiltonian with an enforced chiral symmetry, our topological classification
is thus equivalent to classifying Hermitian systems with both chiral and reflection symmetries,
which effectively change the classifying space and shift the periodical table of topological phases.
According to our classification tables, we provide concrete examples for all topologically nontrivial
non-Hermitian classes in one dimension and also give explicitly the topological invariant for each
nontrivial example. Our results show that there exist two kinds of topological invariants composed
of either winding numbers or Z2 numbers. By studying the corresponding lattice models under
the open boundary condition, we unveil the existence of bulk-edge correspondence for the one-
dimensional topological non-Hermitian systems characterized by winding numbers, however we did
not observe the bulk-edge correspondence for the Z2 topological number in our studied Z2-type
model.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The band theory of topological insulators and su-
perconductors has been greatly developed in the past
decades1–10. Topologically non-trivial insulators or su-
perconductors are characterized by either an integer
(Z) or a binary (Z2) topological index and have sta-
ble edge states11–13. The well-known examples are the
integer quantum Hall effect and spin Hall effect, for
which different topological phases are characterized by
Chern number4,5 and Z2 topological number
6–8, respec-
tively. Traditionally, non-interacting fermionic systems
can be divided into ten Altland-Zirnbauer (AZ) sym-
metry classes, in terms of the presence or absence of
Time-reversal (T), charge-conjugation or particle-hole
(C), and chiral or sublattice symmetry (S). In the frame-
work of the ’ten-fold way’, it is well established that five
of ten classes are topologically nontrivial in every spa-
tial dimension9,10,14–19. When adding additional sym-
metries to the system, the classifying space of Hamil-
tonian is changed, and we can get different topological
classification9,10,14–23. Many theoretical works have been
carried out on the classification of various symmetry-
protected-topological phases20–23, ranging from the re-
flection symmetry protected topological phases to the
crystalline topological phases, and most of these works
are focused on the Hermitian systems.
Recent experimental progress on the study of optical
systems and electrical systems with gain and loss has
unveiled that these systems can be effectively described
by non-Hermitian Hamiltonians24–35. The effect of gain
and loss on topological properties of periodical lattice
systems was studied within the non-Hermitian lattice
models with parity-time symmetry36–40. Except from
the inherent gain or loss, non-Hermiticity can also arise
from non-reciprocity41. Recently, there is increasing in-
terest in exploring topological phases in non-Hermitian
systems42–56. Various topological non-Hermitian mod-
els have been studied44,45,57–62, including non-Hermitian
extensions of Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model57–59, Ki-
taev chain60 , and two-dimensional Chern insulators61,62.
It has been demonstrated that topological non-Hermitian
systems may exhibit quite different behaviors from their
Hermitian counterparts, associated with some distinc-
tive properties of the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, e.g.,
the existence of exceptional points63–68, biorthonormal
eigenvectors56, unusual bulk-edge correspondence53–56
and emergence of non-Hermitian skin effect53–55.
For systematic understanding of non-Hermitian topo-
logical phases, it is highly desirable to carry out topo-
logical classification for non-Hermitian systems. Regard-
less of spatial symmetry, non-Hermitian systems can be
classified into 43 categories69, which is more complicate
than the Hermitian systems. Very recently, Gong et.
al. have classified non-Hermitian phases with non-spatial
symmetries52 for 10 of the 43 categories by considering T,
C and S symmetries, which can be viewed as an extension
of topological classification of the non-Hermitian coun-
terparts of AZ classes. Inspired by the periodic classifi-
cation table for Hermitian topological phases protected
by the reflection symmetry21,22, in this work we study
the topological classification of non-Hermitian systems
with reflection symmetry. So far, the classification of
non-Hermitian systems is only limited to systems with
internal (nonspatial) symmetries52, and the classifica-
tion for non-Hermitian systems with spatial symmetries
is still lack. As the introduction of spatial symmetries
leads to rich symmetry-protected topological phases, it
is expected that the topological classification by consid-
ering the spatial symmetries is also important for non-
Hermitian systems. As shown in this work, by consider-
2ing the reflection symmetry, the non-Hermitian systems
indeed exhibit rich reflection-symmetry protected topo-
logical phases in all dimensions, in contrast to the clas-
sification with only internal symmetries52, according to
which the two-dimensional non-Hermitian systems are al-
ways trivial.
Our classification is based on K theory and Clif-
ford algebras15 and includes two steps. At the first
step, we smoothly deform the non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nian to a unitary matrix, and then map the unitary
matrix to an enlarged band-flattened Hermitian matrix
with an enforced chiral symmetry. This step is called
Hermitianization52,70. The second step is to represent
the classifying space as Clifford algebra extension. After
the two steps, we get a richer classification with peri-
odic classification tables for the complex and real classes
shown in table II and III, respectively. Then we construct
the topological invariant for each of the one-dimensional
(1D) non-trivial classes and discuss the bulk-edge corre-
spondence for various models.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we
first give a general description of classification of non-
Hermitian system in the AZ classes with additional re-
flection symmetry and then give the classification ta-
bles. In section III, focusing on the one-dimensional non-
Hermitian systems, we consider all topologically nontriv-
ial examples according to our classification tables and
construct topological invariants for all example Hamilto-
nians. In Section IV, we study the bulk-edge correspon-
dence by considering several typical example systems. A
summary is given in the last section.
II. CLASSIFICATION OF NON-HERMITIAN
SYSTEM WITH REFLECTION SYMMETRY
The topological classification of non-Hermitian sys-
tems with time reversal symmetry T , pseudo particle-
hole symmetry C and chiral symmetry S = TC was re-
cently studied by Gong et.al.52 For a given AZ class which
fulfills T or C symmetry, its Hamiltonian H fulfills
AH(−k) = ηAH(k)A, (1)
where ηA = ±1 and A is an anti-unitary operator with
A2 = ǫA = ±1. We can always represent the anti-unitary
operator A as A = UAK with UA being an unitary ma-
trix and K being a complex conjugate operator. The
operator A can represent T and C with ηT = 1 and
ηC = −1, respectively. For a Hamiltonian with the con-
straint det(H(k)) 6= 0, corresponding to H(k) having no
zero eigen energy, one can always make a polar decom-
position
H(k) = U(k)P (k), (2)
where H(k) is a reversible matrix, P (k) is a positive-
definite Hermitian matrix and U(k) is a unitary matrix.
It was proved that H(k) can be continuously deformed
to U(k) under T , C or S symmetry without the change
of topological properties52. So classifying H(k) equals to
classifying U(k). Here the continuous deformation agrees
with the definition in Ref.52. Given that the Hamiltonian
Hλ(k) (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) is a continuous function of λ and
k, if det(Hλ(k)) 6= 0 for all λ ∈ [0, 1], then Hλ(k) is
a continuous deformation. If the complex bands of a
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian never cross at a point in the
complex-energy plane, we can set this base point as the
zero point by making a total shift of the spectrum in
analogy with the Hermitian case where the Fermi energy
EF is usually set to be zero.
To classify the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, it is con-
venient to introduce an enlarged Hamiltonian
Ha(k) =
[
0 U(k)
U(k)† 0
]
. (3)
It is obvious that Ha(k) is a Hermitian matrix, which
fulfills a chiral symmetry
ΣHa(k) = −Ha(k)Σ, (4)
where Σ = σz ⊗ 1 and Σ
2 = 1. Now the problem trans-
forms to classify a Hermitian Hamiltonian Ha(k) with an
additional symmetry Σ. Under such a scheme, the clas-
sification has been given in Ref.52. For convenience, we
also list the results here (table I).
When the system has a reflection symmetry, we have
RlH(k1, ...,−kl, ..., kd) = H(k1, ..., kl, ..., kd)Rl, (5)
where the reflection operator fulfills R2l = 1. By using
the polar decomposition H(k) = U(k)P (k), we can prove
that H(k) can be continuously deformed to U(k) under
the reflection symmetry (see the appendix A), and thus
classifying H(k) is equivalent to classifying U(k). Simi-
larly, we can define an enlarged Hermitian Hamiltonian
Ha given by Eq.(3). Besides the chiral symmetry given
by Eq.(4), Ha also fulfills the following symmetries:
A1Ha(−k) = ηAHa(k)A1 (6)
and
RHa(k1, ...,−kl, ..., kn) = Ha(k1, ..., kl, ..., kn)R, (7)
where
A1 = σ0 ⊗A
and
R = σ0 ⊗Rl.
Here A can represent T or C, i.e., T1 = σ0⊗T and C1 =
σ0 ⊗C. Classifying U(k) equals to classifying Hermitian
Hamiltonian Ha(k) with two addition symmetry Σ and
R. Since Ha(k) is Hermitian, we transform the problem
into a classification problem of Hermitian Hamiltonian.
3TABLE I: Classification of non-Hermitian systems with time reversal symmetry T , pseudo particle-hole symmetry C
and chiral symmetry S = TC.
Cartan class Classifying Space d = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Complex case
A C1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
AIII C1 ×C1 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z
Real case
DIII,CI C1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
AI,D R1 Z2 Z 0 0 0 2Z 0 Z2
AII,C R5 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0
BDI R1 ×R1 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z⊕ Z 0 0 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 Z2 ⊕ Z2
CII R5 ×R5 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z⊕ Z 0 0
Following the topological classification with additional
symmetries from Clifford algebras21,22, we can represent
the Hamiltonian as
Ha(k) = γ0 +
d∑
i=1
γiki, (8)
where ki denotes the momentum in the ith direction and
the gamma matrices γi satisfy the Clifford algebra, i.e.,
{γi, γj} = 2δij . (9)
For j 6= l, we have [R, γj] = 0. When j = l, {R, γl} = 0
according to Eq.(7). We also have [R,Σ] = 0, R2 = 1
and {Σ, γi} = 0 (i=0,1,...,d) according to Eq.(4). Define
M = JRγl, (10)
where J = i is a complex structure. It follows that M
and Σ satisfy
{Σ,M} = 0, M2 = 1, Σ2 = 1,
and
{M,γi} = 0.
Topological classification of AZ classes with additional
symmetries has been studied in21,22. Considering a Her-
mitian Hamiltonian, if we add multiple additional sym-
metries {Mi} to the classification ({Mi, H} = 0), and
the additional symmetries anticommute with each other
{Mi,Mj} = 2δi,j , we have the following conclusions by
Clifford algebras and their extensions22: For Class A, if
the number of additional symmetries Mi is n, the classi-
fying space C0 shifts to Cn; For Class AIII, if additional
symmetriesMi and chiral symmetry S have the following
relations: MiS = −SMi for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and MiS = SMi
for m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n − m, the classifying space C1 shifts
to Cm+1. With the help of the above conclusions, we
can get the non-Hermitian classification with reflection
symmetry for the complex classes as shown in table II:
Class A: Two symmetries M and Σ are added to the
system (n = 2), and thus the classifying space C0 shifts
to C2 ≃ C0. Consequently, the non-Hermitian system
of Class A with reflection symmetry is characterized by
πd(C0) = Z (0) for even (odd) d.
Class AIII(R+) and AIII(R−): Here RηS represents
that RlS = ηSSRl with ηS = ±1. Adding two symme-
tries M and Σ to the system of the Ha, while Σ = σz⊗ 1
always commutes with S1 = T1C1 = σ0 ⊗ S, M = JRγl
anti-commutes with Σ for Class AIII(R+) or commutes
with Σ for Class AIII(R−). It follows that m = 1 for
the Class AIII(R+), and the classifying space C1 shifts
to C2 ≃ C0, suggesting that the system is characterized
by πd(C0) = Z (0) for even (odd) d. On the other hand,
we have m = 0 for the Class AIII(R−), and thus the
classifying space C1 keeps invariant, suggesting that the
system is characterized by πd(C1) = 0 (Z) for even (odd)
d.
Next we consider the classification of the real classes.
For the Hermitian Hamiltonian with multiple additional
symmetries {Mi}, where {Mi, H} = 0 and {Mi,Mj} =
2δi,j, following Ref.
22, we know conclusions for the classi-
fying space for the Class AI and AII (T only) or C and D
(C only): Given that MiT = ηTTMi or MiC = ηCCMi,
we denote the relations asMηTi or M
ηC
i , and the number
of M+i and M
−
i as n
+ and n−. For class AI and AII, the
classifying space Rq shifts to Rq+n+−n− . For class C and
D, the classifying space Rq shifts to Rq+n−−n+ . Taking
advantage of the above conclusions, we can get the classi-
fying space for the corresponding non-Hermitian systems
with reflection symmetry. In the following discussion, for
convenience, we shall use T , C and S to represent T1, C1
and S1 = T1C1. Because Σ (Σ = σz ⊗ 1) commutes with
both T and C in each class, we don’t need to discuss their
commutation relations separately in each class. For class
AI, AII, C and D, RηT (ηC) represent that RlT = ηTTRl
(RlC = ηCCRl).
Class AI(R−): Two symmetries M and Σ are added
to the system of Ha. Since T anticommutes with γl, J
and R, M = JRγl anticommutes with T . It follows that
n+ = 1, n− = 1 and q˜ = q+n+−n− = 0. The classifying
space is still R0.
4TABLE II: Classification of non-Hermitian systems for complex classes in the AZ symmetry classes in the presence
of reflection symmetry. Consider chiral symmetry S and reflection symmetry Rl. For RlS = ηSSRl, we denote the
commutation relation as RηS .
Cartan class Classifying Space d = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A C0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
AIII R+ C0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
AIII R− C1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
TABLE III: Classification of non-Hermitian systems for real classes in the AZ symmetry classes in the presence of
reflection symmetry. We consider time reversal symmetry T, pseudo particle-hole symmetry C and reflection
symmetry Rl. Given that RlT = ηTTRl and RlC = ηCCRl, if there is T (C) symmetry, we denote the commutation
relations as RηT (ηC); if there are both T and C symmetries, we denote the commutation relations as RηT ηC .
Cartan class Classifying Space d = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
AI,D R+ R2 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0 0 2Z 0
AII,C R+ R6 0 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0
AI,D R− R0 Z 0 0 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2
AII,C R− R4 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0 0
DIII,CI R++ C0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
BDI R++ R2 ×R2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z⊕ Z 0 0 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0
CII R++ R6 ×R6 0 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z⊕ Z 0
DIII R+− R7 0 0 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z
CI R+− R3 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0 0 2Z
BDI R+− R1 Z2 Z 0 0 0 2Z 0 Z2
CII R+− R5 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0
DIII R−+ R3 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0 0 2Z
CI R−+ R7 0 0 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z
BDI R−+ R1 Z2 Z 0 0 0 2Z 0 Z2
CII R−+ R5 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0
DIII,CI R−− C0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
BDI R−− R0 ×R0 Z⊕ Z 0 0 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2
CII R−− R4 ×R4 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z⊕ Z 0 0 0
Class AI(R+): Since T anticommutes with γl and J ,
M = JRγl commutes with T . Thus we have n
+ = 2,
n− = 0 and q˜ = q + n+ − n− = 2. The classifying space
R0 shifts to R2.
Class AII(R−): Since T anticommutes with γl, J
and R, M = JRγl anticommutes with T . Thus we have
n+ = 1, n− = 1 and q˜ = q+n+−n− = 4. The classifying
space is still R4.
Class AII(R+): Since T anticommutes with γl and
J , M = JRγl commutes with T . Thus we have n
+ = 2,
n− = 0 and q˜ = q + n+ − n− = 6. The classifying space
R4 shifts to R6.
Class C(R−): Since C anticommutes with R and J ,
M = JRγl commutes with C. It follows that n
+ = 2,
n− = 0 and q˜ = q + n− − n+ = 4. The classifying space
R6 shifts to R4.
Class C(R+): Since C anticommutes with J , M =
JRγl anticommutes with C. Thus we have n
+ = 1, n− =
1 and q˜ = q+ n− − n+ = 6. The classifying space is still
R6.
Class D(R−): Since C anticommutes with R and J ,
M = JRγl commutes with C. It follows n
+ = 2, n− = 0
and q˜ = q+n−−n+ = 0. The classifying space R2 shifts
to R0.
Class D(R+): Since C anticommutes with J , M =
JRγl anticommutes with C. Thus we have n
+ = 1, n− =
1 and q˜ = q + n− − n+ = 2. The classifying space is still
R2.
Once the classifying space is known, for example given
by Rq, we can get that the system is characterized by
πd(Rq). The classification results are shown in table III.
Similarly, we can analyze classes BDI, DIII, CI and CII
with reflection symmetry and get the classifying space
for these non-Hermitian systems (see the appendix B).
The classification results are also listed in table III.
5III. EXAMPLES
Now we discuss some examples of non-Hermitian topo-
logical phases protected by reflection symmetry. Partic-
ularly, we confine our study on 1D systems and give a
complete list of all topologically nontrivial types in one
dimension. We also construct explicitly topological in-
variants for our example Hamiltonians. For convenience,
we use R to represent Rl in this section.
1. Class AIII (R−). For this class, the Hamiltonian
should satisfy that SH(k) = −H(k)S and RH(−k) =
H(k)R, and we have RS = −SR. Consider a 2-band
Hamiltonian having the following form:
H(k) =
[
0 h(k)
h(−k) 0
]
.
It is easy to check that the chiral and reflection operators
are given by S = σz and R = σx, respectively. Taking
h(k) = t1e
iα + t2e
iβe−ik,
we get the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
H(k) = (t1e
iα + t2e
iβ cos k)σx + t2e
iβ sin kσy. (11)
From the table II, we know that the topological phase
of the Z-type system can be characterized by a winding
number. Define the topological invariant
W =
i
2π
∫ 2pi
0
∂klog(det(h(k))). (12)
It is easy to check that W = 1 for α = pi3 , β = 0, t1 = 0.5
and t2 = 1, and W = 0 for α =
pi
3 , β = 0, t1 = 1.5 and
t2 = 1, which indicates the system in different topological
phases.
2. Class AI(R+). According to the definition, the
system has time-reversal and reflection symmetry. Con-
sider a two-band Hamiltonian given by
H(k) =
[
h1(k) h2(k)
h2(−k) h1(−k)
]
.
with h∗1,2(k) = h1,2(−k). It is easy to check that the
Hamiltonian fulfills TH(−k) = H(k)T and RH(−k) =
H(k)R, where T = K, R = σx and TR = RT . We also
have
H(k)TR|ψ〉 = TRH(k)|ψ〉 = E∗(k)TR|ψ〉,
which suggests that the eigenvalues are either real or
complex with conjugate pairs. It follows that detH(k)
is real, and we can define the Z2 topological invariant as
D = sgn(det(H(k))). (13)
For the example Hamiltonian:
H(k) = mσx + α sin kσy + iβ sinkσz + h cos kσ0,
we have
det(H(k)) = −m2 − (α sin k)2 + (β sin k)2 + (h cos k)2.
Consider the case with β = h. If β2 > m2 + α2, we have
D = 1. If β2 < m2, then D = −1. The Z2 topological
invariant D = 1 or D = −1 characterizes topologically
different phases.
3. Class D(R+). Consider the Hamiltonian given by
H(k) =
[
h1(k) h2(k)
h2(−k) h1(−k)
]
.
The Hamiltonian should fulfill the pseudo particle-hole
and reflection symmetry, i.e., CH(−k) = −H(k)C and
RH(−k) = H(k)R. Taking T = K and R = σx, the
symmetries enforces h∗1,2(k) = −h1,2(−k). By observing
H(k)CR|ψ〉 = −CRH(k)|ψ〉 = −E∗(k)CR|ψ〉,
we see the eigen energies appearing in pairs with the form
of a+ib and−a+ib, where a and b are real. Since detH(k)
is real, similarly we can define Z2 topological invariant as
D = sgn(det(H(k))). An example Hamiltonian is given
by
H(k) = imσx + iα sin kσy + β sin kσz + ih coskσ0.
It is straightforward to get
det(H(k)) = m2 + (α sin k)2 − (β sin k)2 − (h cos k)2.
Consider the case with β = h. If β2 > m2 + α2, we have
D = −1. If β2 < m2, then D = 1.
4. Class BDI(R+−). For all classes labeled by RηT ηC
which shall be discussed in the following text, the Hamil-
tonian satisfies that TH(−k) = H(k)T , CH(−k) =
−H(k)C, SH(k) = −H(k)S, and RH(−k) = H(k)R.
Consider the Hamiltonian
H(k) =
[
0 h(k)
h(−k) 0
]
. (14)
It is easy check that the chiral and reflection are ful-
filled by taking S = σz and R = σx. Taking T = K
and C = σzK, we see that the T and C symmetries
are fulfilled if h∗(−k) = h(k). The additional constraint
RTH(k) = H(k)RT means that the two-band H(k) is
a Hermitian Hamiltonian, which suggests the two-band
BDI(R+−) class must be a Hermitian system. A well
known example is the SSH model described by
H(k) = (m+ α cos k)σx + β sin kσy,
for which the topological phases can be characterized by
the winding number W .
5. Class BDI(R−+). For the Hamiltonian given by
H(k) =
[
0 h(k)
−h(−k) 0
]
(15)
6with h∗(−k) = h(k), it is easy to check all symme-
tries are fulfilled with T = K, C = σzK, S = σz and
R = σy . We also have {R, T } = 0 and [R,C] = 0.
The topological phase can be characterized by W =
i
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 ∂kln(det(h(k)). For the example Hamiltonian
H(k) = i(m+ α cos k)σy + iβ sin kσx, (16)
it follows that W = −1 when α = β = 1 and m = 0, and
W = 1 when α = −β = 1 and m = 0.
6. Class CI(R+−). For the Hamiltonian given by
H(k) =
[
0 h(k)
−σyh
∗(−k)σy 0
]
, (17)
we have T = σy ⊗ σyK, C = σx ⊗ iσyK and S = σz ⊗
171. It is straightforward to check that the reflection
operator is given by R = σx⊗σy, fulfilling that RH(k) =
H(−k)R, RT = TR and RC = −CR. Then we get
RCH(k) = −H(k)RC, which leads to H∗(k) = −H(k),
suggesting that iH(k) is a real matrix. According to
the classification table, the topological phase should be
characterized by a Z2 number, which can be defined as
D = sgn(det(ih(k))). For the example Hamiltonian with
h(k) given by
h(k) = miσ0 + iβ sin kσx + ασy + ib coskσz,
we have
det(ih(k)) = m2 + α2 − (β sin k)2 − (b cos k)2.
Considering the case with β = b, we have D = 1 for
β2 < m2 + α2 and D = −1 for β2 > m2 + α2.
7. Class DIII(R−+). Consider the Hamiltonian
given by
H(k) =
[
0 h(k)
σyh
∗(−k)σy 0
]
. (18)
It is not hard to find the T, C, and S symmetries are
fulfilled by taking T = σx ⊗ iσyK, C = −σy ⊗ σyK
and S = σz ⊗ 1
71. Furthermore, we find that the re-
flection operator is given by R = σx ⊗ σy , satisfying
RH(k) = H(−k)R, RT = TR and RC = −CR. It fol-
lows RTH(k) = H(k)RT , which leads to H∗(k) = H(k),
i.e., H(k) is real matrix. According to the classification
table, the topological phase is characterized by a Z2 topo-
logical invariant, which is defined by D = sgn(det(h(k)).
For the example Hamiltonian
h(k) = mσ0 + βsinkσx + iασy + bcoskσz,
we have
det(h(k)) = m2 + α2 − (β sink)2 − (b cos k)2.
Considering the case with β = b, we have D = −1 for
β2 > m2 + α2 and D = 1 for β2 < m2 + α2.
8. Class BDI(R++). For the Hamiltonian given by
H(k) =
[
0 h1(k)
h2(k) 0
]
(19)
with h∗1,2(−k) = h1,2(k), it is straightforward to check the
T, C and S symmetries are fulfilled if we take T = K, C =
σzK and S = σz. Introducing the reflection operator as
R = σ0 ⊗ σx, we see that RT = TR and RC = CR. The
reflection symmetry requires RH(k) = H(−k)R, which
leads to σxh1,2(−k) = h1,2(k)σx. It suggests that σx
is a reflection operator for h1,2(k) and K is the time
reversal operator. Then both h1(k) and h2(k) belong
to the class AI(R+), and each of them is characterized
by a Z2 topological invariant. Correspondingly, H(k) is
characterized by a Z2⊕Z2 topological invariant. Consider
the example Hamiltonian
hj(k) = mjσx + αj sin kσy + iβj sinkσz + bj cos kσ0,
we have
det(hj(k)) = (βj sink)
2 + (bj cos k)
2 −m2j − (αj sink)
2.
Consider the case with βj = bj . If β
2
j > m
2
j + α
2
j , we
have Dj = 1. If β
2
j < m
2
j , then Dj = −1 (j = 1, 2). So
the topological phase classified by a Z2 ⊕ Z2 topological
invariant.
9. Class CII(R+−). Considering the Hamiltonian
given by Eq.(19) and taking T = σ0 ⊗ iσyK, C = −σz ⊗
iσyK and S = σz⊗1, we find that T, C and S symmetries
are fulfilled if there exists an additional constraint:
σyh
∗
1,2(k) = h1,2(−k)σy . (20)
The above constraint condition suggests that the Hamil-
tonian h1(k) and h2(k) fulfill the time reversal symmetry
separately. If we do not consider the reflection symme-
try, h1,2(k) belong to the class AII with a 2Z topological
invariant52, and consequently H(k) is characterized by a
2Z⊕ 2Z invariant. Adding reflection symmetry with the
reflection operator given by R = σx ⊗ 1, we can check
RT = TR and RC = −CR. The reflection symmetry
RH(k) = H(−k)R leads to h1,2(k) = h2,1(−k), suggest-
ing that only one of h1,2(k) is independent. So the topo-
logical phase of H is characterized by a 2Z topological
invariant. For the example Hamiltonian
H(k) =
[
0 h(k)
h(−k) 0
]
(21)
with
h(k) = J2 + iJ1e
ikσy + iδ1e
ikσx + iδ2e
ikσz, (22)
we can define the topological invariant as
W =
i
2π
∫ 2pi
0
dk∂kln(det(h(k))). (23)
It is straightforward to get W = −2 for 0 < J2 ≪ J1 and
W = 0 for 0 < J1 ≪ J2 (we requires that |δ1|, |δ2| ≪
J1, J2 ).
10. Class CII(R−+). Similar to the Class CII(R+−),
for the Hamiltonian given by Eq.(19), we have T =
7σ0 ⊗ iσyK, C = −σz ⊗ iσyK and S = σz ⊗ 1, and the
Hamiltonian satisfies T, C and S symmetries if the con-
strain condition Eq.(20) is fulfilled. Introducing the re-
flection operator R = σx ⊗ σy, we have RT = −TR and
RC = CR. The reflection symmetry RH(k) = H(−k)R
leads to σyh1,2(k)σy = h2,1(−k), and thus only one of
h1,2(k) is independent. Similarly, the topological phase
is also characterized by a 2Z topological invariant. Con-
sider the example Hamiltonian
H(k) =
[
0 h(k)
σyh(−k)σy 0
]
. (24)
with h(k) given by Eq.(22). The topological invariant is
also given by Eq.(23). Consequently, we have W = −2
for 0 < J2 ≪ J1 andW = 0 for 0 < J1 ≪ J2 (we requires
that |δ1|, |δ2| ≪ J1, J2 ).
IV. BULK-EDGE CORRESPONDENCE
In the previous section, we construct model Hamiltoni-
ans in momentum space for all 1D non-trivial classes and
give the definitions of corresponding topological numbers.
In this section we discuss the bulk-edge correspondence
by studying several examples of non-trivial classes. To
study the bulk-edge correspondence, we need consider
the model in the coordinate space under the open bound-
ary condition (OBC).
A. Class AIII(R−)
Consider a lattice version of the model (11) described
by the Hamiltonian:
H =
∑
n
[t1e
iαa†nbn+t1e
iαb†nan+t2e
iβb†nan+1+t2e
iβa†n+1bn],
(25)
which can be viewed as a non-Hermitian extension of the
SSH model72,73. For convenience, we set t1 = t and t2 =
1. In the momentum space, the Hamiltonian transforms
to
H(k) = (teiα + eiβe−ik)a†kbk + (te
iα + eiβeik)b†kak
= (a†k, b
†
k)H(k)
(
ak
bk
)
,
(26)
where H(k) = h+(k)σ+ + h−(k)σ− with h+(k) = te
iα +
eiβ−ik and h−(k) = te
iα + eiβ+ik = h+(−k), which is
identical to Eq.(11). The eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian
is given by
E = ±
√
h+(k)h+(−k) = ±
√
t2e2iα + 2tei(α+β) cos k + e2iβ
and the gap closes at |t| = 1. The topological invariant
is
W =
i
2π
∫ 2pi
0
dk∂kln(h+) =
i
2π
∫ 2pi
0
dk
∂kh+
h+
. (27)
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FIG. 1: (a) Phase diagram characterized by the winding
number W versus t. Here the model is under the
periodic boundary condition with fixed parameters
α = π/3 and β = 0. Figures (b), (c) and (d) are for the
model with the same parameters but under the OBC
with size L = 150. (b) The absolute values of
eigenvalues versus t. At the region t < 1, there exist a
pair of zero modes. (c) The distribution of zero-mode
wavefunctions of the system. Two zero modes are
drawn in blue solid line and red dashed line,
respectively. (d) MIPR versus t, where MIPR is the
average of IPRs of all eigenstates.
.
We show the topological invariantW versus t in Fig.1a,
which indicates a topological transition from the region
of t < 1 (with W = 1) to of t > 1 (with W = 0).
In Fig1b, we display the spectrum of the system under
the OBC versus t. In the topologically non-trivial phase,
we find that the system has double degenerate zero mode
edge states as shown in Fig1c, whereas no zero mode edge
state exists in the topologically trivial regime. It is clear
that there is a bulk-edge correspondence in this class. In
Fig1d, we also display the mean inverse partition ration
(MIPR), which is the average of inverse partition ratios
(IPRs) of all eigenstates. For a given state, its IPR is
defined as
IPR =
∑
i |ψi|
4
(
∑
i |ψi|
2)2
,
where ψi is the wave function’s amplitude at the site i.
If the state is an extended state, its IPR shall tend to
zero as the lattice size increases to the infinity limit. On
the other hand, the IPR for a localized state remains to
be finite even in the infinite size limit. We have checked
that the increase of MIPR in the region t < 1 is coming
from the contribution of IPRs of zero mode edge states
and no skin effect is found for other bulk states. Here
we note that the non-Hermitian skin effect was dubbed
to describe the emergence of skin-edge states of 1D non-
reciprocal systems under the OBC, where all states are
8localized at one of edges55. The skin effect is usually
induced by the non-reciprocal hopping processes and is
sensitive to the boundary. Our results indicate that the
skin edge states do not exit in the non-Hermitian systems
with the reflection symmetry.
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FIG. 2: (a) Phase diagram characterized by the winding
number W versus J2. Here the model is under the
periodic boundary condition with fixed parameter
J1 = 1. Figures (b) and (c) are for the model with the
same parameter but under the OBC with size L = 150.
(b) The absolute values of eigenvalues versus t. At the
region J2 < 1, there exist four-fold degenerate zero
modes. (c) MIPR versus J2.
.
B. Class CII(R+−) and Class CII(R−+)
Consider the lattice model described by the Hamilto-
nian:
H =
∑
n,σ
J2(a
†
n,σbn,σ + b
†
n,σan,σ) +
∑
n
J1(a
†
n+1,↑bn,↓−
a†n+1,↓bn,↑ + b
†
n,↑an+1,↓ − b
†
n,↓an+1,↑).
(28)
In the momentum space, the Hamiltonian can be repre-
sented as
H(k) = J2
∑
σ
(a†k,σbk,σ + b
†
k,σak,σ)
+J1e
−ik(a†k,↑bk,↓ − a
†
k,↓bk,↑)
+J1e
ik(b†k,↓ak,↑ − b
†
k,↓ak,↑).
Alternatively, it can be also written as
H(k) = (a†k,↑, a
†
k,↓, b
†
k,↑, b
†
k,↓)H(k)


ak,↑
ak,↓
bk,↑
bk,↓

 , (29)
where H(k) is a 4× 4 non-Hermitian matrix:
H(k) =
(
0 h(k)
h(−k) 0
)
(30)
with
h(k) =
(
J2 J1e
−ik
−J1e
−ik J2
)
. (31)
According to Eq.(21), Eq.(22) and Eq.(24) this
Hamiltonian can represent class CII(R+−) and class
CII(R−+) as terms of δ1 and δ2 are absent. And ac-
cording to the classification table III, the topological in-
variant should be a 2Z number, which only takes even
numbers, and can be calculated by using Eq.(23). In
Fig.2a, we show the topological invariantW versus J2 by
taking J1 = 1. A topological transition from the phase of
W = 2 to W = 0 occurs at J2 = 1. The spectrum of the
system under the OBC versus J2 is displayed in Fig.2b.
We find that four-fold degenerate zero mode edge states
exist in the topologically non-trivial phase corresponding
to W = 2, whereas no zero mode edge state exists in the
topologically trivial regime. Our results indicate that a
bulk-edge correspondence exists for this class. The MIPR
shown in Fig.2c indicates the absence of skin effect.
C. Class AI(R+)
Consider the lattice model
H =
∑
n
[
t(a†nbn + b
†
nan) + t
′(b†nan+1 + a
†
n+1bn)
+t′′(a†nan+1 + b
†
n+1bn)
]
,
(32)
where the parameters t ,t′ and t′′ are real. When the
non-Hermitian terms vanish, i.e., t′′ = 0, the model re-
duces to the well known SSH model. The Hamiltonian
in momentum space is:
H(k) = (a†k, b
†
k)H(k)
(
ak
bk
)
with
H(k) =
(
t′′eik t+ t′e−ik
t+ t′eik t′′e−ik
)
(33)
or equivalently
H(k) = t′′ cos kσ0+(t+t
′ cos k)σx+t
′ sin kσy+it
′′ sin kσz.
The topological invariant is
D = sgn(det(H(k))).
In Fig.3a, we show the topological invariant D versus
t by taking t′ = 1 and t′′ = 0.5. The spectrum of the sys-
tem under the OBC versus t is displayed in Fig.3b. In the
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FIG. 3: (a) Phase diagram characterized by the Z2
number D versus t. Here the model is under the
periodic boundary condition with fixed parameters
t′ = 1 and t′′ = 0.5. Figures (b) and (c) are for the
model with the same parameters but under the OBC
with size L = 50. (b) The absolute values of eigenvalues
versus t. (c) MIPR versus t.
topological non-trivial interval t ∈ (0, 0.5], the system has
nonzero-mode edge states. In the topological non-trivial
interval t ∈ (1.5, 2], the system doesn’t have edge states,
which can be read out from the distribution of MIPR
shown in Fig.3c. There is no bulk-edge correspondence
for the Z2 topological invariant D in our studied model.
The physical effect of the D is not clear yet and it is pos-
sible to find a different topological number which may
have the bulk-edge correspondence.
D. Class BDI(R+−) and class BDI(R−+)
For class BDI(R+−), consider a 1D two-band Hamil-
tonian H(k). It is easy to verify that H(k) must be
Hermitian (see section III). So it has a bulk-edge corre-
spondence in this class. For class BDI(R−+), consider a
1D two-band Hamiltonian H(k), e.g., given by Eq.(16).
It is easy to verify that H(k) must be anti-Hermitian
because of Eq.(15). Since H ′ = iH(k) is a Hermitian
Hamiltonian with bulk-edge correspondence, so the anti-
Hermitian Hamiltonian also has a bulk-edge correspon-
dence in this class. Explicitly, we give a lattice model
described by
H =
∑
n
[
m(a†nbn − b
†
nan) + β(b
†
nan+1 − a
†
n+1bn)
]
,
(34)
which corresponds to the model in the momentum space
described Eq.(16) with α = −β. It can be checked that
this model under the OBC has pure imaginary spectrum
except two zero edge modes at the topological regime
|m| < |β|.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, we have studied non-Hermitian systems
with the reflection symmetry and made a topological
classification in the AZ classes in all dimensions. In or-
der to carry out the topological classification, we first
mapped the non-Hermitian system into an enlarged Her-
mitian Hamiltonian, which has an enforced chiral symme-
try, and thus the topological classification is equivalent to
classifying Hermitian systems with both reflection sym-
metry and the enforced chiral symmetry. By determining
the classifying space of the enlarged Hermitian Hamilto-
nian, we obtained the periodical classification tables of
topological phases, which are summarized in table II and
table III for the complex and real classes, respectively.
Our results indicate the existence of non-trivial phases
in each dimension. Focusing on 1D systems, we con-
structed and analyzed concrete models for all non-trivial
classes and defined the topological invariant for each non-
trivial class. Then we studied the bulk-edge correspon-
dence of some 1D non-Hermitian models. Our results
indicate that there exits bulk-edge correspondence for all
Z classes characterized by winding numbers. However,
we did not find bulk-edge correspondence for the Z2 in-
variant D in our studied model of the class AI(R+). A
future study may be the classification of non-Hermitian
topological phases under crystal symmetries.
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VI. APPENDIX
A. Proof of equivalence between H(k) and U(k)
Given that H(k) satisfies the reflection symmetry,
RH(k1, k2, ...,−kl, ..., kd) = H(k1, k2, ..., kl, ..., kd)R,
by using the polar decomposition H(k) = U(k)P (k),
with P (k) being positive-definite Hermitian matrix, we
get
RU(k1, k2, ...,−kl, ..., kd)P (k1, k2, ...,−kl, ..., kd) =
U(k1, k2, ..., kl, ..., kd)P (k1, k2, ..., kl, ..., kd)R.
(35)
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Then we get
P †(k1, k2, ...,−kl, ..., kd)U
†(k1, k2, ...,−kl, ..., kd)R
† =
R†P †(k1, k2, ..., kl, ..., kd)U
†(k1, k2, ..., kl, ..., kd).
(36)
Left-multiplying Eq.(35) by Eq.(36) from both sides of
equations and using R†R = 1 and U †U = 1, we get
P (k1, k2, ...,−kl, ..., kd)P (k1, k2, ...,−kl, ..., kd)
= RP (k1, k2, ..., kl, ..., kd)P (k1, k2, ..., kl, ..., kd)R,
where we have used R† = R and P † = P . Then it follows
P (k1, k2, ...,−kl, ..., kd) = RP (k1, k2, ..., kl, ..., kd)R.
(37)
Together with Eq.(35), we get that
RU(k1, k2, ...,−kl, ..., kd) = U(k1, k2, ..., kl, ..., kd)R.
Defining a path
Hλ(k1, k2, ...,−kl, ..., kd) = (1− λ)H + λU
= U((1− λ)P + λ),
we have H0 = H and H1 = U . For 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, Hλ is
reversible on the path and satisfies the reflection symme-
try.
B. Classification of non-Hermitian systems for
classes BDI, DIII, CII and CI with reflection
symmetry
First we consider the Hermitian Hamiltonian of Classes
BDI, DIII, CII and CI (both T and C) with multiple
additional symmetries {Mi}, where {Mi, H} = 0 and
{Mi,Mj} = 2δi,j . Given thatMiT = ηTTMi andMiC =
ηCCMi, we denote the relations as M
ηT ηC
i and the num-
ber ofMηT ηCi as n
ηT ηC . Following Ref.22, we see that the
classifying space Rq shifts to classifying space represented
by extension problem Cl0,q˜ ⊗ Cl0,m → Cl0,q˜+1 ⊗ Cl0,m
with q˜ = q + n+− − n−+ and
m =
{
n−− − n++ (DIII and CI)
n++ − n−− (BDI and CII)
. (38)
The classifying space of the extension problem is listed
in table IV.
With the help of the above conclusions, we can get
the classifying space for the corresponding non-Hermitian
systems with reflection symmetry. For classes BDI, DIII,
CI and CII, RηT ηC represent that RlT = ηTTRl and
RlC = ηCCRl.
Class DIII(R−−): M = JRγl anticommutes with T
and commutes with C. n++ = 1, n−+ = 1 and n+− =
n−− = 0, then m = n−−−n++ = −1 and q˜ = q+n+−−
n−+ = 2. The classifying space R3 shifts to C0 according
to table IV.
TABLE IV: The classifying space of class BDI, DIII, CI
and CII with all TRS, PHS and reflection symmetries.
And it is a function of (m, q˜).
m(mod 8) Classifying Space pi0
0 Rq˜ pi0(Rq˜)
1 Rq˜ ×Rq˜ pi0(Rq˜)⊕pi0(Rq˜)
2 Rq˜ pi0(Rq˜)
3 Cq˜ pi0(Cq˜)
4 Rq˜+4 pi0(Rq˜+4)
5 Rq˜+4 ×Rq˜+4 pi0(Rq˜+4)⊕pi0(Rq˜+4)
6 Rq˜+4 pi0(Rq˜+4)
7 Rq˜+4 pi0(Rq˜+4)
Class DIII(R−+): M = JRγl anticommutes with T
and C. n++ = 1, n−− = 1 and n+− = n−+ = 0, then
m = n−− − n++ = 0 and q˜ = q + n+− − n−+ = 7. The
classifying space is still R3 according to table IV.
Class DIII(R+−): M = JRγl commutes with T and
C. n++ = 2, n−+ = n+− = n−− = 0, then m = n−− −
n++ = −2 and q˜ = q + n+− − n−+ = 3. The classifying
space R3 shifts to R7 according to table IV.
Class DIII(R++): M = JRγl commutes with T and
anticommutes with C. n++ = 1, n+− = 1 and n−+ =
n−− = 0, then m = n−−−n++ = −1 and q˜ = q+n+−−
n−+ = 4. The classifying space R3 shifts to C0 according
to table IV.
Class CI(R−−): M = JRγl anticommutes with T
and commute with C. n++ = 1, n−+ = 1 and n+− =
n−− = 0, then m = n−−−n++ = −1 and q˜ = q+n+−−
n−+ = 6. The classifying space R7 shifts to C0 according
to table IV.
Class CI(R−+): M = JRγl anticommutes with T
and C. n++ = 1, n−− = 1 and n+− = n−+ = 0, then
m = n−− − n++ = 0 and q˜ = q + n+− − n−+ = 7. The
classifying space is still R7 according to table IV.
Class CI(R+−): M = JRγl commutes with T and
C. n++ = 2 and n+− = n−+ = n−− = 0, then m =
n−− − n++ = −2 and q˜ = q + n+− − n−+ = 7. The
classifying space R7 shifts to R11 ≃ R3 according to table
IV.
Class CI(R++): M = JRγl commutes with T and
anticommutes with C. n++ = 1, n+− = 1 and n−+ =
n−− = 0, then m = n−−−n++ = −1 and q˜ = q+n+−−
n−+ = 8. The classifying space R7 shifts to C8 ≃ C0
according to table IV.
Class BDI(R−−): M = JRγl anticommutes with T
and commutes with C. n++ = 1, n−+ = 1 and n+− =
n−− = 0, then m = n++ − n−− = 1 and q˜ = q + n+− −
n−+ = 0. The classifying space R1 shifts to R0 × R0
according to table IV.
Class BDI(R−+): M = JRγl anticommutes with T
and C. n++ = 1, n−− = 1 and n+− = n−+ = 0, then
m = n++ − n−− = 0 and q˜ = q + n+− − n−+ = 1. The
classifying space is still R1 according to table IV.
Class BDI(R+−): M = JRγl commutes with T and
C. n++ = 2, n−+ = n+− = n−− = 0, then m = n++ −
11
n−− = 2 and q˜ = q + n+− − n−+ = 0. The classifying
space is still R1 according to table IV.
Class BDI(R++): M = JRγl commutes with T and
anticommutes with C. n++ = 1, n+− = 1 and n−+ =
n−− = 0, then m = n++ − n−− = 1 and q˜ = q + n+− −
n−+ = 2. The classifying space R1 shifts to R2 ⊗ R2
according to table IV.
Class CII(R−−): M = JRγl anticommutes with T
and commutes with C. n++ = 1, n−+ = 1 and n+− =
n−− = 0, then m = n++ − n−− = 1 and q˜ = q + n+− −
n−+ = 4. The classifying space R5 shifts to R4 × R4
according to table IV.
Class CII(R−+): M = JRγl anticommutes with T
and C. n++ = 1, n−− = 1 and n+− = n−+ = 0, then
m = n++ − n−− = 0 and q˜ = q + n+− − n−+ = 5. The
classifying space is still R5 according to table IV.
Class CII(R+−): M = JRγl commutes with T and
C. n++ = 2, n−+ = n+− = n−− = 0, then m = n++ −
n−− = 2 and q˜ = q + n+− − n−+ = 5. The classifying
space is still R5 according to table IV.
Class CII(R++): M = JRγl commutes with T and
anticommute with C. n++ = 1, n+− = 1 and n−+ =
n−− = 0, then m = n++ − n−− = 1 and q˜ = q + n+− −
n−+ = 6. The classifying space R5 shifts to R6 × R6
according to table IV.
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